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Java Performance: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Coding and testing are often considered separate areas of expertise. In this comprehensive guide, author and Java expert Scott Oaks takes the approach that anyone who works with Java should be equally adept at understanding how code behaves in the JVM, as well as the tunings likely to help its performance.

	
		You’ll...
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Program the Internet of Things with Swift for iOS: Learn How to Program Apps for the Internet of ThingsApress, 2018

	
		

		With this book, you will learn how to build apps and hardware for the Internet of Things, using Apple's native APIs and industry standard protocols like Bluetooth and HTTPS. You'll start out learning how to access the sensors on the iPhone, move on to building your own accessories using the Arduino and Raspberry...
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Dynamic Web Programming and HTML5Routledge, 2012

	
		With organizations and individuals increasingly dependent on the Web, the need for competent, well-trained Web developers and maintainers is growing. Helping readers master Web development, Dynamic Web Programming and HTML5 covers specific Web programming languages, APIs, and coding techniques and provides an...
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Advanced Wireless Communications: 4G TechnologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The wireless community is on the verge of the standardization of fourth generation (4G) systems.  Research has generated a number of solutions for significant improvement of system performance.  The development of enabling technologies such as adaptive coding and modulation, iterative (turbo) decoding algorithms and space-time coding,...
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Secure Coding in C and C++Addison Wesley, 2005

	"The security of information systems has not improved at a rate consistent with the growth and sophistication of the attacks being made against them. To address this problem, we must improve the underlying strategies and techniques used to create our systems. Specifically, we must build security in from the start, rather than append...
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Force.com Developer Certification Handbook (DEV401)Packt Publishing, 2012

	When migrating to the new wave of cloud-based applications, we now think about business logic, we think about automating processes, and we think about how we can make the systems better. Force.com is a cloud-based platform that is used to build and deploy enterprise applications on the cloud with minimum coding. Demand for Force.com experts...
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Developing RESTful Web Services with Jersey 2.0Packt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to design and implement a test automation framework block by block


	Overview

	
		A simple and easy demonstration of the important concepts will enable you to translate abstract ideas into practice
	
		Each chapter begins with an outline and a brief statement of content to help the reader...
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Expert Python Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Become an ace Python programmer by learning best coding practices and advance-level concepts with Python 3.5


	About This Book

	
		Based on the latest stable version of Python (version 3.5)
	
		Creating well manageable code that will run in various environments with different sets of...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 Web Application RecipesNew Riders Publishing, 2003
Why reinvent the wheel every time you design a new Web site? With this book, you  don't have to. By providing real-world recipes for building dynamic Web  applications using Dreamweaver with ASP, ColdFusion, or PHP, this book shows you  how to save time and money while focusing on the things that make your site  unique. In these pages, a trio of...
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ActionScript 3.0 CookbookO'Reilly, 2006

	Well before Ajax and Microsoft's Windows Presentation Foundation hit the scene, Macromedia offered the first method for building web pages with the responsiveness and functionality of desktop programs with its Flash-based "Rich Internet Applications". Now, new owner Adobe is taking Flash and its powerful...
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Compressed Video CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Compressed Video Communications addresses the compression and transmission of coded video streams over mobile IP networks. By analysing a broad spectrum of compression techniques and error resilience algorithms this book provides realistic solutions to the problems of quality degradation and transmission error.
 Features include: 
...
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XML Schema EssentialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The definitive how-to guide that will get you quickly up to speed on the practical application of XML Schema!
   
   Replacing XML DTDs (Document Type Definitions) as the way in which XML documents are described and validated, XML Schema allows you to describe the structure of information in an XML document and is essential for ensuring...
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